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Welcome Message
Volunteers have the opportunity to

nurture their passion for mental health

by taking part in educational and

training opportunities to boost their

skills and grow in their volunteer role.

Volunteers are an integral part of the

NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore

community and as such are invited to

get involved in special events, like the

Annual Meeting and NAMIWalks. Every

spring we observe National Volunteer

Week as a special time to recognize

the invaluable contributions of our

volunteers. We hope your experience at

NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore will bring

you satisfaction, personal growth, and

fulfillment. We welcome you as a

member of the team! Please do not

hesitate to share your opinions and

questions with us to help volunteering

be an enriching experience for you.

A Note From The
NAMI Metro Baltimore Staff

Thank you for volunteering to

support the National Alliance on

Mental Illness (NAMI) Metropolitan

Baltimore affiliate! Volunteers are

critical to the success of NAMI. Your

spirit of volunteerism is a valuable

asset and "thank you" is just not

enough to express our appreciation

for your time and talents. 

Contact Information

NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore Helpline: 410-435-2600

Fax: 410-435-0355

Email: volunteer@namibaltimore.org

 

Mailing Address:

2601 N Howard St

Suite 130

Baltimore, MD 21218

www.namibaltimore.org
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About NAMI

1 in 5 adults will experience a mental illness. About 175,000 people in Baltimore City are living with a mental

health condition. NAMI support groups, Peer-to-Peer classes, and mentoring encourage and empower

individuals who have experienced mental health challenges and are living in recovery. 

About NAMI
The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) is the nation’s largest grassroots mental health organization

dedicated to building better lives for the millions of Americans affected by mental illness. NAMI advocates for

access to services, treatment, supports and research and is steadfast in its commitment to raising awareness and

building a community of hope for all of those in need. The national organization was founded in 1979. Today it has

fifty state organizations and more than one thousand local affiliates. 

About NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore
NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore Inc. (NAMI Metro Baltimore) is the local affiliate responsible for providing NAMI

programs to Baltimore City and Baltimore County. Its predecessor organization was incorporated in 1983. At that

time, the organization was operated by a small group of founding members and volunteers, who conducted peer

support groups, advocacy, and information programs for families of persons with mental illness. Since then, the

organization has continuously expanded its support groups, educational workshops, and outreach programs to

establish itself as one of the most active NAMI affiliates. Many of the national NAMI signature programs were

piloted at NAMI Metro Baltimore. We continue to develop innovative resources and community education tools that

transform the lives of families and individuals living with the debilitating effects of mental illness. 

Programs & Services
NAMI Metro Baltimore offers peer education, support and advocacy that transforms the lives of  individuals living

with mental illness, their families, and their communities. With the support of over 200 volunteers annually, NAMI

Metropolitan Baltimore serves over 18,000 people in Baltimore City and Baltimore County with our innovative

support services and resources. 

01

NAMI Metro Baltimore Offers Support and Education For:

Individuals Living with Mental Illness

02 Family Members and Caregivers
1 in 4 families are affected by mental illness. Family support groups and classes provide a safe and confidential

space for families helping families through their learned wisdom and experiences. NAMI family classes and

support groups are led by volunteers who know what it is like to have a loved one living with mental illness. 

03 Community Partners
NAMI offers many opportunities to educate and involve the Baltimore community in the conversation on mental

illness: In Our Own Voice, Working with Families in Crisis, Ending the Silence, Virtual Voices, quarterly Mental

Health Forums, and other tailored NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore programming.
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Volunteer Information
Volunteer Program Information

A volunteer is anyone who performs a task at the direction of and on behalf of the organization without

compensation*. NAMI Metro Baltimore recruits volunteers from the local community, many of whom are individuals

living with mental illness, their family members, health service providers, and concerned citizens. NAMI Metro

Baltimore values volunteers as absolutely essential to NAMI’s existence and ongoing vitality. NAMI Metro Baltimore

aims to give volunteers meaningful responsibilities and recognition. Volunteers are expected to actively perform

their duties to the best of their abilities, while remaining loyal to the mission and vision of NAMI Metro Baltimore.

Volunteer Requirements

 All volunteers must be over the age of 14 years old, though most volunteer roles require that individuals be

over the age of 18.

 Prospective volunteers must submit a Volunteer Application at www.namibaltimore.volunteerhub.com. All

new volunteers are expected to sign up for a phone screening time with a NAMI Metro Baltimore staff

member to verify volunteer interest(s) and determine next steps. 

Effective December 2015, all new, incoming volunteers must consent to authorize the Volunteer & Outreach

Manager to obtain background information from any state of federal law enforcement agency, Maryland

Judiciary case records, and sex offender registries, to the extent permitted by state and federal law,

pertaining to any convictions for violations of state or federal criminal laws, including but not limited to

convictions for sex offenses or crimes committed upon children. Personal data and information collected

from background screening is securely stored and accessible only to those who have a need to know.

Prospective volunteers with a criminal history of sex offenses will not be permitted to volunteer with NAMI

Metropolitan Baltimore. All other offenses will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Volunteers are

responsible for disclosing to the Volunteer & Outreach Manager if they are charged with a crime during the

course of volunteer service. 

Volunteers age 18 and older who are serving at sites where children are present may be required to undergo

a comprehensive screening provided by a national background check service at no cost to the individual.

Volunteers provide written consent to perform a criminal background screening with the Volunteer Criminal

History Consent Form. All volunteers must provide their social security number to perform this background

screening. 

Hospitals and other partner organizations that host NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore programs may have

additional mandatory processes and policies for volunteers including orientation, background checks,

medical requirements, etc. 

Specific application processes, requirements, and training are required for select volunteer roles. See

Volunteer Role Descriptions for more details.

*Specified Volunteer Roles are eligible to receive a stipend to defray travel costs. Volunteers must opt-in to

receive a stipend on the Stipend Volunteer Agreement form. 
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Benefits to Being a NAMI Metro Volunteer
Increase self-confidence

Gain an amazing community

Help others

Opportunity to train to facilitate support groups and/or discussions

Sharing your mental health journey

Can gain Peer Recovery Specialist hours

Find a purpose

Be open about your lived experience

Be available to volunteer 1-2 times a month

Make a commitment to volunteer for at least a year

Show up on time for all NAMI event commitments

Be proactive and sign up for events on VolunteerHub when you can

Be prompt in responding to all NAMI staff and event co-leaders

Be responsive when coordinating the pick-up of materials

Show compassion and respect for the people you interact with

Be passionate about mental health!

How To Be A Great Volunteer!

Ready to Get Started?
 Fill out an application at www.namibaltimore.volunteerhub.com. 

 Sign up for a time on the calendar for a New Volunteer Phone Screening. During that time slot, you will talk

for about 10-15 minutes with the Volunteer & Outreach Manager about your volunteer goals and how to get

started. 

 A follow-up email will be sent after the Phone Screening with next steps on the areas you would like to be

involved with. 

1.

2.

3.

http://www.namibaltimore.volunteerhub.com/


Personal experience supporting an adult family member (18 and older) with a mental illness. 

Willingness to share one’s own lived experience with course participants. 

Strong commitment to supporting families dealing with mental illness. 

Past graduates of a NAMI Family-to-Family course are preferred. 

Apply to become a Family-to-Family Teacher by completing a supplemental application and interview with

Volunteer & Outreach Manager. 

Complete 2-day NAMI training course and subsequent refresher requirements. 

Current member of NAMI, or willingness to join.

Responsible, strong organizational skills and people skills. 

Desire to teach and a commitment to adhering to the NAMI Family-to-Family course curriculum. 

Ability to read, comprehend, and present technical material. 

Experience in teaching or public speaking is helpful but not required; however, volunteers must be

comfortable speaking in front of groups. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to teach the course at least twice in the 2 years

following completion of training. The course meets for 2 hours for 8 consecutive weeks. 

Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

Volunteer Roles
NAMI Education Course Leaders

Family-To-Family Teacher
Role Description: Family-To-Family (F2F) is a free, 8-week course for family members and caregivers of adults

with mental illness. The course is taught by 2 volunteer teachers who provide information about mental illness

and teach skills for communicating, problem-solving, and supporting a loved one with a mental illness. 

Location: Classes are held both virtually and throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County. 

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs 

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs

Work collaboratively with co-teacher to teach the class, including planning, setup/cleanup, and bringing

materials.

Maintain confidentiality of course participants.

Work with the Director of Signature Programs to assist with planning and outreach, coordinate classes, and

complete all paperwork requirements (data collection and class attendance).

Fulfill teacher refresher requirements.

Encourage class participants to join NAMI and become advocates.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Peer-to-Peer Mentor

Role Description: Peer-to-Peer Mentors are responsible for teaching Peer-to-Peer (P2P), a free, 8-

week recovery education course open to individuals with mental illness who are interested in 

support, wellness, and recovery. The course uses a combination of lectures, discussions and structured 

activities to provide information and offer opportunities to reflect on the impact of mental illness. 

P2P offers comprehensive information on the biological basis of mental illness and information on 

addictions, spirituality, and basic self-care. All peer-to-peer mentors are eligible for a $250 stipend!

Location: Classes are held both virtually and throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County. 

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs

Personal experience having a mental illness and living well in recovery. 

Willingness to share one’s own lived experience with course participants. 

Strong commitment to supporting individuals dealing with mental illness.

Participated in a NAMI Peer-to-Peer course.

Apply to become a Peer-to-Peer Mentor by completing a supplemental application and interview with

Volunteer & Outreach Manger.

 Complete an 8-hour webinar and 2-day virtual NAMI training course.

Complete a NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore Stipend Volunteer Agreement. Volunteers are responsible for

notifying the Volunteer & Outreach Manager of changes to their IRS Form W-9 information on an annual

basis. 

Current member of NAMI, or willingness to join.

 Responsible, strong organizational skills and people skills.

Desire to teach and a commitment to adhering to the NAMI Peer-to-Peer course curriculum.

 Ability to read, comprehend, and present technical material.

 Experience in teaching or public speaking is helpful but not required; however, volunteers must be

comfortable speaking in front of groups. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to teach the course at least twice in the 2 years

following completion of training. The course meets for 2 hours for 8 consecutive weeks.

 Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

Work collaboratively with co-mentor to teach the class, including planning, setup/cleanup, and bringing

materials.

Maintain confidentiality of course participants. 

Assist with planning and outreach, coordinate classes, and complete all paperwork requirements (data

collection and class attendance). 

Fulfill mentor refresher requirements. 

Encourage class participants to join NAMI and become advocates

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Support Group Facilitators

NAMI Family Support Group Facilitator
Role Description: The NAMI Family Support Group Program is a peer-led, mutual support group for 

loved ones of individuals living with mental illness. NAMI Family Support Groups provide an 

opportunity for family members to learn from their common experience, and gain support, 

information, and practical knowledge to support their family members. Facilitators are not counselors 

or teachers; rather, they are present primarily to give the group structure by opening and closing 

each support group session, guiding discussion, and shifting discussion when necessary. Groups meet 

weekly under the guidance of 2 volunteer facilitators. 

Location: Support Groups are held both virtually and throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County. 

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs

Personal experience having an adult family member with a mental illness. 

Willingness to share one’s own lived family experience with mental illness.

Strong commitment to supporting families dealing with mental illness.

Attend 2-3 NAMI Family Support Group sessions

Apply to become a volunteer facilitator by completing a supplemental application and interview with

Volunteer & Outreach Manager.

Complete 2-day NAMI training course and subsequent refresher requirements.

Participation in NAMI Family-to-Family class is encouraged but not required.

Current member of NAMI, or willingness to join.

Responsible, good organizational skills, strong people skills.

Desire to facilitate and commitment to adhere to the NAMI support group model.

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are asked to make a 1 year commitment upon completion of training.

Facilitators are scheduled on a rotating basis; minimum 2 hours per month. 

Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

Work cooperatively with co-facilitator to conduct the group.

Respect the privacy of support group attendees by creating an environment of confidentiality in the

program setting and by holding in confidence sensitive, private and personal information. However, you

must also be prepared to break confidentiality when you believe there is a danger of harm to a participant

or others. 

Offer respect, understanding, encouragement, and hope to group attendees. 

Send attendance and weekly reporting forms to Director of Signature Programs. 

Fulfill facilitator refresher requirements.

Encourage attendees to join NAMI and become advocates.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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NAMI Connection Peer Support Group Facilitator

Role Description: NAMI Connection Peer Support Groups follow a peer-based, mutual support group model

that provides an opportunity for individuals living with mental illness to share and learn from their common

experience. Groups are a safe space to confront the challenges that all people with mental illness face,

regardless of diagnosis. Facilitators offer support, information, and practical knowledge to people living with

mental illness. Facilitators are not counselors or teachers; rather, they are present primarily to give the group

structure by opening and closing each support group session, guiding discussion, and shifting discussion when

necessary. Groups meet weekly under the guidance of 2 volunteer facilitators. 

Location: Support Groups are held both virtually and throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County. 

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs or Outreach Coordinators

Personal experience having a mental illness and living well in recovery.

Willingness to share one’s own lived experience with mental illness.

Strong commitment to supporting individuals dealing with mental illness.

Attend 2-3 Peer Support Group sessions

Apply to become a volunteer facilitator by completing a supplemental application and interview with the

Director of Programs & Outreach.

Complete a 2-day NAMI training course and subsequent refresher requirements.

Participation in a Peer-to-Peer course and Connection Peer Support Group is encouraged.

Current member of NAMI, or willingness to join.

Responsible, good organizational skills, strong people skills.

Desire to facilitate and commitment to adhere to the NAMI support group model.

 Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are asked to make a 1-year commitment upon completion of training.

Facilitators are scheduled on a rotating basis; minimum 2 hours per month.

 Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

Work cooperatively with the co-facilitator to conduct the group.

Respect the privacy of support group attendees by creating an environment of confidentiality in the

program setting and by holding in confidence sensitive, private, and personal information. However, you

must also be prepared to break confidentiality when you believe there is a danger of harm to a participant

or others.

Offer respect, understanding, encouragement, and hope to participants.

Send attendance and weekly reporting forms to the Director of Signature Program

Fulfill refresher requirements.

Encourage attendees to join NAMI and become advocates.

Actively maintain your own wellness and respect your emotional and physical limitations.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Outreach Volunteers
Virtual Voices Experiential Workshop Volunteer

Role Description: Virtual Voices (VV) is unique to NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore and is one of the most popular

programs offered. VV is an experiential workshop in which participants experience simulated auditory

hallucinations via headphones while being assigned simple tasks. The goal of this workshop is for participants to

challenge their perceptions of mental illness, begin to understand the day-to-day challenges that people with

mental illness face, and promote empathy in their interactions with individuals with mental illness. 

Location: Workshops are held throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: Volunteer & Outreach Manager

Attend a Virtual Voices workshop as an observer or complete a half-day training provided by NAMI Metro

Baltimore.

NAMI membership is encouraged but not required. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to assist with VV workshops at least twice in the year

following completion of training. Workshops are typically 1.5-2 hours.

Minimum Age: 18 years old. 

Role Requirements: 

Work cooperatively with a small group of volunteers under the direction of the Lead Facilitator to set up and

facilitate the workshop. 

Volunteer Responsibilities: 

Special Events Volunteer
Role Description: Event Volunteers provide assistance the day of an event. NAMI Metro Baltimore’s 

largest events each year are the Mental Health Education Conference for Faith Leaders (spring), 

#IWillListen for Colleges (fall), NAMIWalks (summer), the Annual Meeting (fall), and Advocacy 

Day (winter), though other events may be scheduled throughout the year as well. 

Location: Events are held throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: Volunteer & Outreach Manager

Ability to follow directions and work independently if needed. 

NAMI membership is encouraged but not required. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are scheduled on an as-needed basis. 

Minimum Age: 14 years old. 

Role Requirements: 

Volunteer responsibilities vary greatly depending on needs of the event coordinator.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Representative for Community Events

Volunteers will be asked to pick up resource materials from the NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore office prior to

the event date and return these items afterward.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 

Role Description: NAMI participates in community events, fairs, and festivals to introduce the 

organization, its mission, and its resources to the community at large. Events are held at sites such as 

universities, faith-based institutions, and community organizations. 

Location: Events are held throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County. 

Reports to: Volunteer & Outreach Manager

Comfortable being out in the community. Some venues may be crowded.

“People skills” and a friendly face!

May require sitting or standing for extended periods in variable weather conditions.

General, working knowledge of mental illness and NAMI’s mission. Fact sheets and talking points will be

provided. No formal training is required.

May require lifting and carrying items of moderate weight to transport materials. 

NAMI membership is encouraged but not required.

Volunteer Commitment: Outreach events are usually 2-6 hours and usually occur on weekends, though some

take place during the week. 

Must be able to pick up and drop off materials at the NAMI Metro Baltimore office.

Minimum Age: 14 years old with parent accompaniment or permission.

Role Requirements: 
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Staff the booth at the event, usually while working

cooperatively with NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore

staff and/or volunteers. Tasks include greeting

members of the public, answering general questions

about NAMI, distributing resources and materials,

and encouraging interested individuals to sign up

for our email list.

Assist with set-up for quarterly Mental Health

Forums, including greeting and check-in of guests.



Role Description: In Our Own Voice (IOOV) was created to involve individuals living with mental 

illness in NAMI’s national effort to educate the general public about mental illness. The goal is to change attitudes,

preconceived notions and stereotypes about what individuals living with mental illness look and act like. Presentations are

given to peers, health care providers, law enforcement officials, faith communities, students, and any other community

organization that is interested in learning more about mental illness and recovery. The presentation format includes viewing a

NAMI video about mental illness, personal testimony from 2 IOOV volunteers, and time for questions from the audience. In

fiscal year 2018, NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers provided over 170 presentations that reached more than 2,300 audience

members! As a bonus, all In Our Own Voice presenters will receive a $30 stipend!

Location: Presentations are held both virtually and throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: Senior Director of Programs & Community Engagement

Adult with mental illness who is living well in recovery.

Apply to IOOV program by completing a supplemental application and interview with Volunteer & Outreach Manager

Experience in public speaking is helpful but not required; however, volunteers must be comfortable speaking in front of

groups.

Complete an 8-hour training portal and 1 day virtual NAMI training course.

Current member of NAMI, or willingness to join.

Complete a NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore Stipend Volunteer Agreement. Volunteers are responsible for notifying the

Senior Director of Programs & Community Engagement of changes to their IRS Form W-9 information on an annual basis.

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are kindly asked to commit to providing 1 presentation per month for 1 year; however,

the number of presentations a volunteer completes will be dependent on their availability and the demands of the

program. Presentations are 40, 60, or 90 minutes.

 Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

In Our Own Voice Presenter

 Volunteers are responsible for gathering materials needed

for the event from the NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore office.

Excess materials should be returned after the event.

Volunteers are required to complete a Reporting Form and

collect Evaluations from audience members. These items

must be returned to the Senior Director of Programs &

Community Engagement within 1 week of the presentation. 

Volunteers are contacted on an as-needed basis to

present. Volunteers are responsible for ensuring the Senior

Director of Programs & Community Engagement has their

availability. 

Work cooperatively with a co-presenter to conduct the presentation which includes speaking about the following topics:

Introduction, What Happened, What Helps, and What’s Next.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Ending the Silence Presenter
Role Description: Ending the Silence is a free, evidence-based, 50-minute session designed for middle and

high school students, families, and school staff. Participants will learn about mental health conditions through a

brief presentation, short videos, and personal testimony from a young adult who describes their journey to

recovery. NAMI Ending the Silence presentations include two leaders: one lead presenter who shares an

informative presentation and a young adult presenter with a mental health condition who shares their journey of

recovery. Audience members can ask questions and gain understanding of an often-misunderstood topic.

Through dialogue, we can help grow the movement to end stigma.

Location: Presentations are held both virtually and throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: Youth & Young Adult Engagement Coordinator

Young Adult Presenter: Any individual with a mental health condition between the ages of 18 and 35.

Lead Presenter: Any adult in recovery with a mental health condition or family member of an individual who

experienced or is experiencing a mental health condition may apply to be trained as a program leader.

All potential program leaders are screened to determine whether the opportunity is a good fit for the

individual and for the organization.

Potential program leaders attend an intensive online training followed by an in-person/virtual practice

session to become certified

All program leaders must be members of NAMI

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are kindly asked to commit to providing 1 presentation per month for 1

year; however, the number of presentations a volunteer completes will be dependent on their availability

and the demands of the program.

Minimum Age: 18 years old

Role Requirements: 

Work cooperatively with a co-presenter to conduct the presentation which includes an informational

presentation followed by a personal story

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Volunteers are responsible for gathering materials needed for

the event from the NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore office. Excess

materials should be returned after the event.

Volunteers are required to report the number of participants

to the Youth & Young Adult Engagement Coordinator.

Volunteers are contacted by the Youth & Young Adult

Engagement Coordinator on an as-needed basis to present.

Volunteers are responsible for ensuring the Youth & Young

Adult Engagement Coordinator has their availability. 



Working with Families in Crisis

Role Description: Working with Families in Crisis is a workshop that helps law enforcement, first responders,

crisis workers, and mental health professionals work more effectively with family members dealing with the

trauma of mental illness. 

Location: Presentations are held throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: Volunteer & Outreach Manager

Willingness to share your story and experience as a family member or loved one of an individual who has

experienced an Emergency Petition, interactions with the police, or other incidents that called for serious

external interventions.

Meet with a NAMI Metro Baltimore staff member for a one-on-one practice session after watching the

training video and reviewing the script.

Experience in public speaking is helpful but not required; however, volunteers must be comfortable speaking

in front of groups. 

NAMI membership is encouraged but not required. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to commit to presenting 3 times per year; however, the

number of presentations a volunteer completes will be dependent on their availability and demands of the

program. Presentations are typically 90 minutes. Volunteers are contacted on an as-needed basis to

present.

Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

Volunteers are responsible for gathering materials needed for the event from the NAMI Metropolitan

Baltimore office. Excess materials should be returned after the event.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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NAMI Sharing Hope Facilitator

Role Description: NAMI Sharing Hope is a free safe space for people of Black/African Ancestry to have

conversations about mental health and wellness. It was created by Black and Brown communities to give other

Black and Brown communities a supportive and healing space in which they can be open about their struggles.

NAMI Sharing Hope helps introduce these conversations through a three-part community conversation series

grounded in the sharing of sacred stories and guided dialogue on mental wellness and support. We provide

high-quality videos, facilitator guides, and other resources that you can use to organize community

conversations rooted in sacred storytelling and ancestral wisdom. Facilitators will help prompt discussions about

community needs and mental health challenges, as well as wellness and coping strategies. Separate segments

are available for Families, Young People, and Community Leaders, and material can be adapted to diverse

settings from churches to cafeterias to large celebrations, family gatherings, and more.

Location: Presentations are held throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: DIrector of Signature Programs

All potential program leaders are screened to determine whether the opportunity is a good fit for the

individual and for the organization.

Potential program leaders attend intensive online training followed by an in-person/virtual practice session

to become certified

All program leaders must be members of NAMI

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are kindly asked to commit to providing 1 presentation per month for 1

year; however, the number of presentations a volunteer completes will be dependent on their availability

and the demands of the program.

Must identify as part of the Black and/or African American community.

Minimum Age: 18 years old

Role Requirements: 

Work cooperatively with a co-presenter to conduct

the presentation which includes an informational

presentation followed by a personal story

 Volunteers are responsible for gathering materials

needed for the event from the NAMI Metropolitan

Baltimore office. Excess materials should be

returned after the event.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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NAMI Compartiendo Esperanza

Role Description: NAMI Compartiendo Esperanza was created because Latinix people around the country

need and deserve somewhere they can turn for free, accessible mental health support, generational wisdom,

and communal healing. Changing la cultura starts with us: no more machismo and marianismo, no more shame

around reaching out for help, and no more silence around our mental health. NAMI Compartiendo Esperanza

helps introduce discussions on mental health and wellness through a three-part community conversation series

grounded in sacred storytelling and guided dialogue on mental wellness and support. We provide high-quality

videos, facilitator guides, and other resources that you can use to organize welcoming, culturally competent

community conversations that break down stigma, challenge stereotypes and make it safe and easy to talk

about mental wellness with facilitators whom participants can relate to and trust. Separate segments are

available for Families, Young People, and Community Leaders, and material can be adapted to diverse settings

from churches to cafeterias to large celebrations, family gatherings, and more.

Location: Presentations are held throughout Baltimore City and Baltimore County.

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs

All potential program leaders are screened to determine whether the opportunity is a good fit for the

individual and for the organization.

Potential program leaders attend an intensive online training followed by an in-person/virtual practice

session to become certified

All program leaders must be members of NAMI

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are kindly asked to commit to providing 1 presentation per month for 1

year; however, the number of presentations a volunteer completes will be dependent on their availability

and the demands of the program.

Must identify as a part of the Latinx community.

Minimum Age: 18 years old

Role Requirements: 

Work cooperatively with a co-presenter to conduct the presentation which includes an informational

presentation followed by a personal story

 Volunteers are responsible for gathering materials needed for the event from the NAMI Metropolitan

Baltimore office. Excess materials should be returned after the event.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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NAMI Compartiendo Esperanza ~ Español

18

Descripción del Rol: NAMI Compartiendo Esperanza fue creado porque las personas latinix de todo el país

necesitan y merecen un lugar al que puedan acudir para obtener apoyo gratuito y accesible de salud mental,

sabiduría generacional y sanación comunitaria. Cambiar la cultura comienza con nosotros: No más machismo y

marianismo, no más vergüenza por buscar ayuda y no más silencio en torno a nuestra salud mental. NAMI

Compartiendo Esperanza ayuda a introducir discusiones sobre salud mental y bienestar a través de una serie

de conversaciones comunitarias de tres partes basadas en la narración de historias sagradas y el diálogo

guiado sobre bienestar mental y apoyo. Proporcionamos videos de alta calidad, guías para facilitadores y otros

recursos que puede usar para organizar conversaciones comunitarias acogedoras y culturalmente competentes

que rompen el estigma, desafían los estereotipos y hacen que sea seguro y fácil hablar sobre el bienestar

mental con facilitadores con quienes los participantes pueden relacionarse y confiar. Hay segmentos

separados disponibles para familias, jóvenes y líderes comunitarios, y el material se puede adaptar a diversos

entornos, desde iglesias hasta cafeterías, grandes celebraciones, reuniones familiares y más.

Ubicación: Las presentaciones se llevan a cabo en toda la ciudad de Baltimore y el condado de Baltimore.

Reporta a: Director de Programas Signature

Todos los líderes potenciales del programa son seleccionados para determinar si la oportunidad es

adecuada para el individuo y para la organización. 

Los líderes potenciales del programa asisten a una capacitación intensiva en línea seguida de una sesión

de práctica en persona / virtual para obtener la certificación

Todos los líderes del programa deben ser miembros del NAMI

Compromiso de Voluntarios: Se les pide a los voluntarios que se comprometan a proporcionar 1

presentación por mes durante 1 año; sin embargo, el número de presentaciones que un voluntario complete

dependerá de su disponibilidad y las demandas del programa.

Debe identificarse como parte de la comunidad Latinx.

Edad mínima: 18 años

Role Requirements: 

Los voluntarios de trabajan en cooperación con un co-presentador para llevar a cabo la presentación que

incluye una presentación informativa seguida de una historia personal 

Los voluntarios de son responsables de reunir los materiales necesarios para el evento de la oficina

metropolitana de NAMI en Baltimore. El exceso de materiales debe ser devuelto después del evento.

Responsabilidades de los voluntarios: 



NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore Ambassador Volunteer

Role Description: NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore’s Ambassador Program is designed to empower our

Ambassadors to represent NAMI Metro Baltimore where they live, work and play in the Baltimore community. The

goal of the Ambassador Program is to extend our reach, grow our partnerships, and build our volunteer force.

Ambassadors will make a one-year commitment to helping us achieve these goals after attending a training

session and a Get to Know NAMI Metro event. Throughout your year in the Ambassador Program, awards will be

given to the top-performing Ambassadors. 

Location: Anywhere in Baltimore City or Baltimore County

Reports to: Volunteer & Outreach Manager

Spread at least 25 flyers throughout your community – this could look like at your local coffee shop, to

friends and neighbors, on a community board at your library, or at the farmer’s market. You will be

responsible for helping us spread the word in the most grassroots way.

Directly recruit at least 3 new volunteers over the course of the year, for any of our programs. You will work

with the Volunteer & Outreach Manager to determine which trainings are on the horizon for us to recruit

for. 

Directly invite a total of at least 5 new participants to either our support groups or education classes

throughout the year. 

Initiate 2 new partnerships between NAMI Metro Baltimore and the organizations you are connected to. This

partnership could be for an outreach event, presentations like StigmaFree, Ending the Silence, In Our Own

Voice or Virtual Voices, a Hub, or any other creative partnerships. 

Recruit 2 new Ambassadors to train by the end of your one-year commitment.

Create a culture of community among NAMI Metro’s volunteer corps.

Participate in quarterly check-in meetings. 

Other duties are assigned, as needed.

Role Requirements: 

Volunteers are responsible for gathering materials

from the NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore office.

Volunteers are responsible for meeting with the

Ambassador team bi-monthly

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Advocacy

NAMI Advocate

Role Description: The primary goal of the Advocate is to play a role in supporting local, state, and national

advocacy efforts. Advocates may also be asked to testify before a hearing. Volunteers have the opportunity to

meet face-to-face with legislators at the annual Advocacy Day.

Location: Events are held throughout the state of Maryland.

Reports to: Executive Director

Passionate about working to see improvements in mental health services.

Personal experience either having a mental illness or having a family member with a mental illness is helpful

but not required. Advocates should be comfortable sharing their story and connecting it to a call to action.

NAMI Smarts for Advocacy Training (1 day in-person training or via webinar) is encouraged but not required

for all advocacy opportunities.

 NAMI membership is encouraged but not required. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to commit for the length of 1 legislative session

(December through March).

 Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 

Attend meetings and hearings to key legislation.

 Stay up-to-date on the latest advocacy news via NAMI’s e-newsletter.

Respond to advocacy alerts, including requests to contact local, state, and national legislators by phone or

email. 

Participate in the Behavioral Health Coalition rally and NAMI Advocacy Day. 

Work with Advocacy Committee to schedule legislative meetings on behalf of advocates.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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NAMI Smarts for Advocacy Teacher

Role Description: NAMI Smarts for Advocacy is a hands-on advocacy training program that helps people living

with mental illness, friends, family, professionals, and concerned citizens learn about the latest issues related to

healthcare reform and transform their passion and lived experience into skillful grassroots advocacy. The course

is taught by 2 volunteer teachers. 

Location: Varied locations throughout Maryland, with an emphasis on Baltimore City and Baltimore 

County. 

Reports to: Director of Signature Programs / NAMI Maryland Policy and Advocacy Director

Personal experience either having a mental illness or having a family member with a mental illness. 

Willingness to share one’s own lived experience with course participants.

Strong commitment to supporting individuals with mental illness and their families, and passionate about

working to see improvements in mental health services. 

Completion of NAMI Smarts for Advocacy Training (1-day in-person training or via webinar).

Apply to become a NAMI Smarts for Advocacy Teacher by completing a supplemental application and

interview with the Program & Outreach Coordinator. Approved applicants are referred to NAMI Maryland

for evaluation by the Policy and Advocacy Director.

Complete a 2-day NAMI training course and subsequent refresher requirements as needed for module

revisions.

Desire to teach and commitment to adhering to the NAMI Smarts for Advocacy course curriculum.

Experience in teaching or public speaking is helpful but not required; however, volunteers must be

comfortable speaking in front of groups.

Work collaboratively with Advocacy Committee as needed.

Current member of NAMI, or willingness to join.

Stay up-to-date on the latest advocacy news via NAMI’s e-newsletter.

 Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to teach the course at least twice in the 2 years

following completion of training. The course consists of four 90-minute workshops that may be completed

separately or in a full-day format. Commitment to attending Advocacy Day if schedule allows. 

Minimum Age: 18 years old. 

Role Requirements: 

Work collaboratively with the co-teacher to teach the class, including planning, setup/cleanup, and

bringing materials.

Maintain confidentiality and offer respect, understanding, encouragement, and hope to participants.

Work with Program & Outreach Coordinator to assist with planning and outreach, coordinating classes, and

completing all paperwork requirements (data collection and class attendance).

Encourage class participants to join NAMI and become advocates.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 
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Administrative

Office Volunteer

Role Description: Office Volunteers are scheduled on an as-needed basis to provide general 

administrative support to staff and complete special projects. 

Location: Depending on the type of assignment, volunteers may be scheduled on-site during business 

hours (Monday-Friday 9am-5pm) or volunteer remotely from home. Remote volunteering is limited 

and dependent upon the skills of the volunteer. 

Reports to: Volunteer & Outreach Manager or Administrative Coordinator

Some tasks may require additional skills (e.g. computer skills or customer service skills)

Sitting or standing for extended periods; moderate to heavy lifting may be required. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are scheduled on an as-needed basis. 

Minimum Age: 14 years old. 

Role Requirements: 

General administrative support includes preparing mailings, organizing files, faxing, copying, making phone

calls, assembling resource materials, etc.

Volunteer Responsibilities: 

HelpLine Volunteer
Role Description: HelpLine Volunteers are scheduled on an as-needed basis to answer phone calls from

members of the Baltimore community looking for mental health resources. 

Location: Volunteers will be scheduled for 4-hour shifts during regular business hours (Monday-Friday 9am-

5pm) which can be taken from our office or remotely. 

Reports to: Administrative Coordinator

A 2-hour training is required. The HelpLine offers support, empathy, and connections to resources for those

in need. To volunteer on the HelpLine, volunteers must have basic computer skills, strong phone etiquette

and communication skills, and the ability to problem solve and work independently. Experience with mental

illness personally, as a caregiver, or as a professional is helpful but not required. 

Sitting for extended periods required. 

Volunteer Commitment: Volunteers are encouraged to sign up for at least one shift a week once trained.

Minimum Age: 18 years old.

Role Requirements: 
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Mental Health Hubs
NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore recognizes the importance of establishing a base of operations in communities

across Baltimore in order to provide sustained access to mental health education and support programs. Our

Mental Health Hubs host education classes, support groups, and community forums to support individuals living

with mental health conditions and their families.

West Baltimore Hubs
Bon Secours Community Works Community Resource Center and The Factory in West Baltimore

The Bon Secours Community Works Center, specifically designed for West Baltimore residents, is focused on

youth services, workforce development, and economic development and offers a variety of walk-in and

scheduled programming for both children and adults. The Factory is located on the corner of N. Calhoun St. and

West Baltimore St. and houses a NAMI Connection Recovery Support Group every 2nd and 4th Tuesday from

5:15-6:45 PM.

East Baltimore Hubs
Morgan CARES

Morgan CARES is a hub for community and academic leaders to connect and form long-lasting partnerships.

They strive to foster strong community-campus relationships that produce collaborative projects to promote

health parity.

Other Hubs
MedStar Harbor Hospital

MedStar Harbor Hospital is located in South Baltimore and has been serving the community for over 3 decades.

MedStar Habor Hospital's continuum of care includes wellness programs, outpatient services, and inpatient

treatment at their waterside location. MedStar Harbor Hospital has NAMI In Our Own Voice Presentations at the

Inpatient Unit every 2nd and 4th Wednesdays.

Sheppard Pratt

Sheppard Pratt has been improving quality of life for communities across Maryland for nearly two centuries.

They are a hospital dedicated to a patient-centered approach around improving the quality of life of individuals

and families by compassionately serving their mental health, addiction, special education, and community

support needs. Sheppard Pratt has a NAMI Connection Recovery and Support Group every 1st and 3rd

Saturdays from 10:30 AM-12:00 PM as well as a NAMI Family Support Group every 2nd and 4th Thursdays from

7-8:30 PM.

The Y in Catonsville

The Y is a nonprofit organization that envisions a future in which all people achieve health, gain confidence,

make connections, and feel secure at every stage of life. The Y is committed to building a healthy spirit, mind,

and body for all. Currently, the Y in Catonsville offers a NAMI Family Support Group every 1st and 3rd Mondays

from 6:30-8:00 PM.
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Operations
Organization Chart & Staff Directory

Volunteers have always been essential to the success of NAMI Metro Baltimore’s operations. Volunteers and

paid staff are therefore partners with complementary roles in implementing the mission and programs of the

organization. Once oriented to their roles, most volunteers will report directly to the staff member who is

responsible for a given program (as specified in the Volunteer Role Descriptions). 

Supervision
Every volunteer will have a supervisor (staff member or volunteer leader) who will be available for consultation,

support, and direction. The supervisor will vary depending on the specific task and the personnel available at

the time. While certain volunteer roles do not have direct supervision, volunteers are still in periodic contact with

their supervisor via phone or email. 

Communication and Questions
If at any time, you are unclear regarding your volunteer role or responsibilities, please direct questions to the

Volunteer & Outreach Manager. Always ask if you are unsure of anything or do not feel comfortable completing

a task. The NAMI Metro Baltimore staff is here to help you! 

Internships
Internships are geared toward undergraduate and graduate students. High school students may also be considered.

Internship opportunities are limited based on organizational capacity. Internship applications are reviewed on a rolling

basis. We do not have a one-size-fits-all program. Internships are tailored to meet individual interests, internship

requirements, and the needs of the organization at a given time. They are usually project-based or can include

participation in our volunteer roles if the intern meets our requirements to serve in that capacity. Depending on the

type of assignment, interns may be scheduled on or off site. 
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Rules
General Rules

01 Alcohol/Drugs/Smoking
When participating in NAMI Metro Baltimore programs and activities, volunteers are prohibited from purchasing,

transferring, using, or possessing illicit drugs, alcohol, or prescription drugs for any use other than indicated by

the prescribing doctor. This policy ensures a drug- and alcohol-free location that is safe, healthy, and

productive. Smoking is prohibited throughout the workplace and within 50 feet of any exterior entrance. This

policy applies to volunteers, employees, and visitors.

02 Harassment
Working on NAMI Metro Baltimore programs, projects, and operations should be an enjoyable experience. Any

volunteer who feels he or she is the subject of harassment should immediately speak to his/her staff contact or

supervisor to resolve the issue. The incident (and any resolution) will be reported to the Executive Director and

an investigation into the allegation will be conducted. 

Observers

No outside observers are permitted in support groups or education courses, even for academic purposes.

01 Use of Equipment
NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers should use office equipment to complete volunteer-related tasks only.

Volunteers are expected to exercise care when utilizing NAMI equipment and follow all operating instructions,

safety standards, and guidelines. Please notify the supervisor if any equipment appears to be damaged,

defective, or in need of repair. Careless, negligent, destructive, or unsafe use of equipment can result in

disciplinary action, up to and including termination of the relationship with NAMI Metro Baltimore, and/or

compensation for damaged equipment. 

02 Information Technology

Technology should only be used by volunteers for the purpose of a project or program delivery as specified by

their supervisor. NAMI Metro Baltimore requires that all individuals use Information Technology (“IT”) resources in

an acceptable manner and has established guidelines for its acceptable use. Violations of any part of this

provision may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination, in accordance with NAMI guidelines. 

03 Use of Telephones

Volunteers may only use NAMI Metro Baltimore’s phones with permission from a staff member and for business

purposes only. Please remember to always follow proper telephone etiquette when representing the

organization. 

Rules for Office Volunteers

03
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Policies 
Equal Opportunity Policy
NAMI Metro Baltimore strongly maintains an equal opportunity policy. We recruit, accept,

train, promote, and dismiss volunteers on the basis of competence and job performance,

without regard to race, creed, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status,

or disability.

Confidentiality Policy
Any information in regards to the participants of NAMI Metro Baltimore programs including

peers, volunteers, and personnel shall remain privileged and confidential. This information

may include, but is not limited to, any medical, social, referral, personal, and/or financial

information. Information concerning peers will be shared by staff with volunteers on a need-

to-know basis. Staff members may facilitate information sharing between volunteers. If you

have a concern or question regarding an individual, please communicate directly and

privately with the Volunteer & Outreach Manager and make every effort to maintain

confidentiality on the issue. Disclosure of any confidential information shall not be released

to anyone other than staff of NAMI Metro Baltimore. Volunteers must seek staff permission

prior to taking any pictures or videos. 

Reassignment and Termination Policy
NAMI Metro Baltimore policies have been determined to serve the best interest of the entire

NAMI Metro Baltimore community. Safety and respect for participants, volunteers, staff, and

members of the community are of utmost importance in providing a high-quality program,

and are the primary reasons for the strict adherence to these policies and procedures.

Volunteers who are not able to perform their volunteer role, maintain a reasonable level of

commitment, or fail to observe the policies and procedures of the program will be given an

opportunity to discuss the situation that is perceived to be in violation of the NAMI Metro

Baltimore policies Progressive disciplinary actions include verbal counseling and/or written

warnings. Potential outcomes include role reassignment, temporary suspension, or

termination. Theft, violence, or possession of illegal substances or alcohol while volunteering

are grounds for immediate dismissal from the program. Because of the nature of the service

provided, NAMI Metro Baltimore reserves the right to make the final determination as to the

appropriateness of volunteers for the organization and may determine that it is in the best

interest of the program to terminate a volunteer’s involvement with NAMI Metro Baltimore.

Personal Appearance Policy
NAMI Metro Baltimore expects volunteers, by their manner and appearance, to create and

promote a favorable impression of NAMI Metro Baltimore with the public. Volunteers are

expected to maintain a neat and clean appearance and should dress appropriately for their

role. Consider the weather for special events and community fairs taking place outdoors.

Tank tops, halter tops, tube tops, see-through garments, exposed undergarments, and shirts

with obscene logos or political statements are not permitted. Neutral, plain clothing is

encouraged. Shorts, skirts, and dresses of modest length are permitted. 
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Transportation Policy
NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers are responsible for finding and arranging their own

transportation to NAMI commitments, NAMI Metro Baltimore staff members are not permitted

to drive volunteers to or from events.

Social Media Policy
When using social media for NAMI Metro Baltimore-related purposes, keep the following in

mind: respect all of NAMI Metro Baltimore's intellectual property rights, follow all applicable

policies and procedures, abide by NAMI Metro Baltimore processes, and maintain

confidentiality.

Facebook.com/NAMIMetropolitanBaltimore

Twitter.com/NAMI_Baltimore

Instagram.com/NAMIBaltimore

Volunteer Cancellation Policy
When you commit to your volunteer role, we count on your participation to implement the

program. If you must cancel due to an emergency, please contact the appropriate NAMI

Metro Staff member as soon as possible so a substitute may be found. Please keep in mind

finding substitutes to fill-in, especially on short notice, may be impossible and ultimately

compromise the delivery of our services. Please try to reserve canceling for emergencies

only! 

Training Cancellation Policy
Due to the nature of our work, we rely heavily on volunteers to keep their commitments so

that we can deliver programming and provide mental health support to the Baltimore

community. Our Cancellation Policy for Signature Program trainings is as follows: 

Volunteers who cancel within 48 hours or no-show a Signature Program training will need to

re-apply to train after 6 months. Exceptions will be made for unavoidable personal or family

emergencies.

Program Cancellations & Office Closure Policy
At times, emergencies such as severe weather can disrupt NAMI Metro Baltimore’s office

operations and programs. In extreme cases, circumstances may require closing the office or

canceling a program. While the office typically follows Baltimore County Public School closures

and delays, decisions will be made on a case-by-case basis. The Executive Director will

determine when and if the office will officially close and whether staff is required to be at the

office when it is closed. The main voicemail will indicate if the office is closed. In the event

that the NAMI Metro Baltimore office must close, program cancellations will be made on a

case-by-case basis at the discretion of staff or volunteers. We will make every attempt to

notify volunteers in advance. NAMI Metro Baltimore reserves the right to cancel programming

based on the availability of volunteers, due to number of registrants, site availability, and other

extenuating circumstances. When in doubt about whether or not to attend your volunteer shift,

please contact the Volunteer & Outreach Manager. 
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More Volunteer Info
Volunteer Commitment
Volunteer service is critical in serving our peers. Our programs depend on volunteer service, 

therefore volunteer attendance is crucial to the success of our programs. Volunteers are kindly asked to be

willing to commit to the volunteer service expectation outlined for their given role. This ensures we have the

support necessary to run programs and provide consistency for the peers. The smooth operation of our program

depends on the commitment and reliability of our volunteers. Excessive absences or tardiness may be grounds

for reassignment or dismissal at the discretion of the Volunteer & Outreach Manager. Our relationship with

volunteers is of utmost importance; therefore, volunteers will be given an opportunity to discuss their

attendance if corrective action is needed. 

Volunteer Scheduling
Volunteer scheduling and management is all done through VolunteerHub, an easy-to-use website that

streamlines the training and scheduling process for our volunteers. Our program schedule may vary throughout

the year, and we appreciate your flexibility and willingness to adapt to such changes. Our program faces

various operational and capacity limitations, which sometimes limits the number of volunteer opportunities and

training available at any given time. If a volunteer’s preferred role or time is not available, they will be placed on

the Wait List until there is an opening. Volunteers on the Wait List are encouraged to continue their service by

attending workshops, helping with special events, and picking up shifts as a substitute. We appreciate your

patience and willingness to grow with us!

Volunteer Service Records
Recording attendance is necessary for writing reference recommendations for schools and employers, applying

for grants, board reports, and most importantly to be accountable for all individuals that are serving the

program. Volunteers hours will be tracked on VolunteerHub but volunteers may track their own volunteer hours if

desired. Please allow up to 1 week to fulfill requests for a record of service or written letter of recommendation. 

Stipend Volunteers
The following Volunteer Roles are eligible to receive a stipend: Peer-to-Peer Mentor, In Our Own Voice

Presenter, Compartiendo Esperanza Presenter, Sharing Hope Presenter, and Working with Families in Crisis.

Stipend Volunteers must complete the Stipend Volunteer Agreement form, where they can opt-in to receive a

stipend, and an IRS Form W-9 for  stipend processing. Volunteers should only opt-in to receive a stipend if they

would be prohibited from volunteering otherwise. Volunteers are not employees of NAMI Metro Baltimore.

Stipends are solely intended to defray travel and technology expenses. Volunteer shifts are scheduled on an as-

needed basis and are not guaranteed. The income from stipends is reportable. Volunteers receiving more than

$600 per year in stipends may be obligated to pay income tax. NAMI Metro Baltimore will file IRS Form 1099 for

volunteers who meet this criteria. Volunteers are responsible for filing IRS Form 1099 with their tax return.

Effective March 2016, checks are issued the first Thursday of every month. 
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Self Care
We want your volunteer service to be a satisfying and rewarding experience, but we are aware that 

there may be times when you find volunteering to be stressful. Volunteer experiences can be deeply 

personal and cause intense feelings. Volunteers are encouraged to find a trusted confidant to share 

their experiences with and engage in enjoyable activities to help “recharge.” When in doubt, contact the

Volunteer & Outreach Manager for assistance. Volunteers can seek additional training to feel prepared for

their role, or pursue a new Volunteer Role if desired. 



Feedback and Evaluation
The work of volunteers will be evaluated by program participants for the following roles: Family-To-Family

Teacher, NAMI Basics Teacher, Peer-to-Peer Mentor, Virtual Voices Lead Facilitator, In Our Own Voice

Presenter, Ending the Silence and Working with Families in Crisis Presenter. Quality surveys are administered

annually to participants of family and peer support groups to gauge their impact. Volunteers are welcome to

request an evaluation from the Program & Outreach Coordinator if they do not serve in a role where evaluations

are provided by program participants. NAMI Metro Baltimore staff may recommend volunteers with exemplary

service for a role on the board or committees. 

Safety and Legal Liability
Although the organization does its best to assure the safety of our NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers, NAMI Metro

Baltimore counts on its volunteers to be alert in seeing to their own safety as well. Pay particular attention to

safety instructions and proper use of equipment. NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers should voice any safety

concerns and report any injuries to the person in charge as soon as possible. NAMI Metro Baltimore maintains

commercial general liability insurance to protect NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers while they serve as agents of

the association. To be covered, NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers must be working under the supervision and

auspices of the organization. When a volunteer drives his/her own vehicle or another vehicle not owned, leased,

or rented by NAMI Metro Baltimore, NAMI Metro Baltimore’s liability and physical damage insurance does not

apply. NAMI Metro Baltimore's Board of Directors and NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteers are covered by NAMI

Metro Baltimore's Director's and Officer's liability insurance and by the fidelity bond. 

Emergency Procedures
In the event of an emergency, medical issue, accident, or injury, a NAMI Metro Baltimore staff will contact the

appropriate services for emergency response. If a volunteer is not under the direct supervision of a staff

member, they will be responsible for contacting emergency services if needed. The volunteer’s emergency

contact person will be notified by a NAMI Metro Baltimore staff member, if indicated on their volunteer

application. An Incident Report Form should be filed with a staff member after emergency response is

complete. 

Standards of Ethical Conduct
All volunteers should conduct their work in a manner consistent with NAMI Metro Baltimore’s mission and

policies. Successful operations are based on the ethical conduct of NAMI Metro Baltimore representatives and

employees. NAMI Metro Baltimore will comply with all applicable laws and regulations; and NAMI Metro

Baltimore expects its representatives to act in accordance with the letter, spirit, and intent of relevant laws and

to refrain from any illegal, dishonest, or unethical conduct. All volunteers should disclose relevant interests and

involvements to their staff contact when introduced to NAMI Metro Baltimore, and as potential conflicts of

interest arise. Board members, employees and volunteers with significant decision-making authority must comply

with the NAMI Metro Baltimore conflict of interest policy. Compliance with this policy of ethics is the

responsibility of every NAMI Metro Baltimore volunteer and employee. Disregarding or failing to comply with

NAMI Metro Baltimore’s standards could lead to disciplinary action, possibly including termination.
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Questions
For any questions about volunteering, please email volunteer@namibaltimore.org or call our HelpLine

at (410) 435-2600. 

To get started volunteering, visit VolunteerHub at https://namibaltimore.volunteerhub.com/.

https://namibaltimore.volunteerhub.com/userregistrationwizard/usernamepassword

